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Rethinking
Noah’s Ark
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For many Catholics the Old

see eyes widen with amazement

Testament remains a closed
book, an intimidating collection
of ancient, obscure texts. For
others it is a book of secondary
importance, readily sidelined in
favour of the Jesus stories of the
New Testament. Yet the Catholic
Church affirms both Testaments
to be divinely inspired and core
to the message of salvation.
How then can we discover—or
rediscover—the romance, vitality
and sheer joy of opening the
pages of the Old Testament?
For me, that rediscovery has
begun through an awakening to
traditional Jewish approaches
to Scripture. Armed with none
of today’s powerful tools of
historical-critical scholarship,
the Jewish sages of old mined
the scriptures for profound
spiritual insights, using methods
by which they skilfully probed,
questioned, and even ‘played’
with the details of the text.
Their powers of observation,
language, imagination and
storytelling yielded astonishing
results. As stated by the
Pontifical Biblical Commission in
2001: “What ought to emerge
now is a new respect for the
Jewish interpretation of the
Old Testament... Christians
can learn a great deal from a
Jewish exegesis [interpretation]
practised for more than 2000
years.”(1)
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just announced to Noah that he is
going to annihilate the world, and
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to ask God as he builds his ark?
Does he have no concern for
the human race that is about to
perish? Is he bent only on saving
his own household? How different
he is to Abraham who cries out
to God on behalf of the doomed
cities of Sodom and Gomorrah
(Gn18:16-33). How different he
is to Moses who begs God not to
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